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Degradation mechanisms within solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) during thermal cycling limit operational startup times and cell lifetime, and must therefore be better understood and mitigated. This work explores such
mechanisms using digital volume correlation (DVC) techniques applied to lab-based X-ray tomograms
where the microstructural evolution is evaluated during the operational cycling of a Ni–YSZ/YSZ cell. To
emulate reduced start-up times, ﬁve tomograms were collected over four operational thermal cycles to
750  C at various ramp-rates: 3, 10, 20 and 30  C min 1. Two key features are observed in the 3D strain
proﬁles. Firstly, during low ramp-rates the material produces microscopic channels towards clusterpoints. This is thought to be caused by the ceramic skeleton inhibiting the eﬀects of sintering. Secondly,
previously unseen macroscopic ‘waves’ developed after high-rate cycling, consisting of linear regions of
compression and tension throughout the sample. These wave features decay away from
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a heterogeneous defect which is thought to be responsible for the non-uniform strain proﬁle. This work
demonstrates the ﬁrst use of sub-micron DVC computations applied to an SOFC exposed to
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operationally relevant temperatures. These ﬁndings will assist in the development of new electrode
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materials from their fabrication to operation, ultimately supporting commercial viability of SOFCs.

1. Introduction
The search for improved energy eﬃciencies while reducing the
production of harmful pollutants has propelled the development of electrochemical devices. Fuel cells oﬀer promising
opportunities for many applications, particularly high-temperature devices, such as the solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC), which are
able to operate with high net eﬃciencies on a variety of fuel
gases without the requirement of expensive metal catalysts.1,2
However, the degradation of cell components continues to
impede electrochemical performance, limiting the lifetime of
the device. Research has been aimed at improving our understanding of these degradation mechanisms, rening mitigation
strategies which produce advanced cell designs that are
competitive with existing technologies.
In its most simple form, the SOFC is composed of two porous
electrodes, an anode and a cathode, which are separated by
a dense ceramic electrolyte. Yttria-stabilised zirconia (YSZ) is
a ceramic that is oen used for the electrolyte material, the
anode is commonly fabricated as a cermet material, whereby
nickel oxide (NiO) is deposited with 8YSZ, in the form of NiO–
YSZ, reduced to nickel during operational start-up.3 Perovskitea
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based compounds such as lanthanum strontium manganite
(LSM) or lanthanum strontium cobalt ferrite (LSCF) are
commonly employed as SOFC cathodes, again oen combined
with the electrolyte materials to form composite electrodes.
Within the SOFC electrodes, the reaction site is dened as the
location where the metallic, ceramic, and pore phases meet,
which is termed the triple-phase boundary (TPB). The volumetric density of the TPB reaction sites (rTPB) is calculated to
compare diﬀerent electrodes and to quantify electrode
degradation.
SOFC electrodes can degrade through several mechanisms
that are typically dependent on the operational thermal
prole4,5 and the composition of the fuel gas.6 Much research
has focused on the mechanisms responsible for the degradation of the anode and the interactions at the anode/electrolyte
interface as these locations are thought to trigger the most
prominent performance losses.7 Two notable degradation
processes are thermal shock and thermal ageing which are each
comprised of several complex mechanisms. The former is
generally attributed to the thermal cycling to/from operating
temperature, and the latter predominantly while at operating
temperature, where dwelling times are oen on the order of
hundreds or thousands of hours. One degradation mechanism
is thermal shock resulting from the mismatch in the thermal
expansion coeﬃcients (TECs) of the constituent materials
during thermal cycling; Ni and YSZ have average TEC values of
approximately 16 and 10  10 6  C 1 through the temperature
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ranges typical of SOFC operation (100–800  C). Thermal strain
can be expected between the two materials within the complex
electrode microstructure because of this mismatch, giving rise
to degradation as a result of thermal shock. Whereas when at
operating temperature, the Ni is signicantly closer to its
melting temperature (ca. 1455  C) compared to the ceramic YSZ
(ca. 2700  C). Therefore while operating, or even dwelling at
operating temperature, the Ni metal can be expected to
agglomerate most substantially, giving rise to thermal ageing.
Eﬀorts to mitigate degradation have resulted in the use of
cermet materials (e.g. Ni–YSZ), which provide several advantages but most noteworthy are: the maximisation of the reaction
site density,8 and the provision of a ceramic-backbone which
reduces the macroscopic mismatch in TECs9 aiding in thermal
shock and inhibits metal sintering during thermal ageing.10
Characterisation of the TPB locations has become a prominent method in gaining understanding of degradation mechanisms, and has been used to develop advanced cell
microstructures.11 Initially TPB characterisation was accomplished via 2D studies using techniques such as scanning
electron microscopes,12 however, 2D information lacks statistical representation and may produce perspective-induced
errors, and cannot account for percolation eﬀects. Techniques
therefore moved towards 3D characterisation with the use of
focused ion beams techniques (FIB-SEM) to mill away the
surface material exposing the fresh structure to be imaged
using the SEM.13 Although FIB-SEM provides 3D data, it also
requires the destruction of the sample, preventing 4D (3 spatial
dimensions plus time) studies on the same region of interest
(ROI). Consequently, X-ray computed tomography (CT) became
widely utilised due to its non-destructive capabilities although,
early use of X-ray CT involving three-phase segmentation
required the use of specialist synchrotron facilities.14,15 Use of
such facilities can be limited and has resulted in few extendedduration experiments being conducted.16–18 Lab-based CT
instruments have made signicant advancements in recent
years, achieving comparable resolutions to cutting-edge
synchrotron beamlines.19 Such techniques have recently established lab-based three-phase segmentation.20 Moreover, the
development of robust sample preparation techniques now
allows 4D studies to be conducted using entirely lab-based
facilities.21,22
The use of 4D characterisation techniques are essential in
performing accurate longitudinal studies of phenomena that
develop with time: for instance, observing diﬀerent samples
from an electrode's microstructure before and aer degradation
does not permit a direct comparison, which is essential in order
to truly understand how these complex mechanisms progress.
This is uniquely possible using techniques such as those
described here. A major advantage of 4D imaging lies in the
correlative computations which can be applied to the structural
data sets. Digital volume correlation (DVC)23–25 compares two
data sets from the exact same ROI before and aer deformation.
Correlation techniques26 determine the displacement of
features within the ROI aer deformation producing 3D
displacement and strain elds. Electrochemical devices have
previously been explored with this technique27–29 however,
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application has thus far been dominated by battery materials at
coarser resolution.
To the authors' knowledge, this is the rst report of DVC
conducted on a solid oxide fuel cell using sub-micron resolution
data obtained from material exposed to high temperatures. This
work examines the evolution associated with various thermal
ramp-rates and the resulting start-up times in an aim to elucidate the mechanisms responsible for SOFC degradation.

2.
2.1

Experimental
Materials and sample preparation

An anode-supported anode/electrolyte solid oxide half-cell
comprising of a nickel oxide-8 mol% yttria stabilised zirconia
(NiO–8YSZ) anode and an 8YSZ electrolyte is inspected through
several operational thermal cycles. To conduct correlative
computation, multiple tomograms of a suﬃcient resolution
were required. To accomplish this, a sub-sample was removed
from the cell using an A Series/Compact Class 4 532 nm Laser
Micromachining System (Oxford Lasers, Oxford, UK).21 Initially,
an 800 mm diameter pillar encompassing the full depth of the
cell (500 mm of anode and 10 mm of electrolyte) was machined
from the cell bulk and mounted to a pin using a technique
developed for high-temperature studies.22 The pillar was then
rened using the micromachining system to a diameter suﬃcient for high-resolution X-ray micro-CT, approximately 350 mm.
2.2

Lab-based X-ray micro-CT

Five tomograms were collected in total from the same sample in
the same region of interest using a lab-based micro-CT X-ray
instrument (Zeiss Xradia 520 Versa, Carl Zeiss., CA, USA), all
under the same scanning parameters. During each tomography,
2401 radiograph projections were collected at an exposure time
of 30 seconds per projection with the source operating with
a voltage and current of 80 kV and 88 mA with a characteristic
tungsten emission. The radiographs comprised isotropic pixels
395 nm in length. The 2401 radiographs were then reconstructed using commercial soware (‘Reconstructor Scout-andScan’, Zeiss, Carl Zeiss., CA, U.S.A.) based on cone-beam ltered
back projection algorithms producing a tomogram ca. 2  107
mm3 in volume. The sample preparation and procedure for
tomography can be seen in Fig. 1a. Structural properties such as
particle size, contact area and tortuosity-factor have been
assessed extensively and reported previously.30,31
2.3

Thermal cycling

Prior to thermal cycling, the furnace tube was purged with
nitrogen in order to remove any air from the environment. All
purging was conducted at room temperature for a duration of 2
hours. Each thermal cycle was conducted in a tubular furnace
with an internal forming gas atmosphere (4% H2, 96% N2). The
forming gas was run from a 5 bar line-pressure of bottled H2
and a 5 bar line-pressure of bottled N2 to two rotameters that
regulated the volumetric owrate of H2 and N2 to 4 cm3 min 1
and 96 cm3 min 1, respectively. Subsequent to the rotameters
the gases were merged at a T-junction producing a forming gas

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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Experimental set-up for the correlation of lab-based X-ray tomograms using digital volume correlation: (a) sample reﬁnement and
geometric set-up for X-ray characterisation and (b) thermal proﬁle with indication of the time at which the ﬁve tomograms and four DVC
computations were conducted.

Fig. 1

mixture: the gases were then delivered to the tubular furnace
with the furnace exhaust extracted via a suction pump. The
length of the exhaust was long relative to the diameter and the
owrate of the gasses were high enough to ensure negligible
back diﬀusion of air into the tube. In this arrangement the
forming gas ow equated to ca. 0.09 standard litre per minute
(SLPM). Five thermal cycles were conducted in total. The rst
thermal cycle was applied to reduce the anode from nickel oxide
to nickel. To accomplish this, the sample was inserted into the
furnace and a thermal ramp-rate of 3  C min 1 was applied to
bring the furnace to an isothermal 800  C, where it was held for
a 2 hour dwell-time before being allowed to cool via natural
convection. This is dened as the reduction cycle. Aer reduction, the rst tomogram, XCT_00, was collected.
The sample was then exposed to four subsequent ‘operational’ thermal cycles with proles typical of SOFC start-up and
shut-down with pre- and post-cycle tomograms collected
throughout. These are referred to as the operational cycles. To
conduct the rst operational cycle the sample was re-inserted
into the furnace and a thermal ramp-rate of 3  C min 1 was
applied to bring the furnace to 750  C and was not held for any
dwell-time. Tomogram XCT_03 was then collected. This process
was repeated three more times with the same peak temperature
but with an increasing ramp-rate for each cycle of 10, 20 and
30  C min 1, with tomograms XCT_10, XCT_20 and XCT_30
collected respectively aer each thermal cycle. For all ve
thermal cycles, the system was allowed to cool via natural

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018

convection. The thermal prole and sequence of tomogram
collection can be seen in Fig. 1b.
2.4

Digital volume correlation

Digital volume correlation (DVC) was computed and mapped
using ‘TomoWarp2’, a Python-based open source soware
developed by Tudisco et al.23 TomoWarp2 utilises correlation
techniques such as those employed by Gates et al.,24 whereby
the movement of each feature within a material is tracked and
quantied. To track movements, two tomograms are required
from the exact same region of interest containing the ‘initial’
and ‘deformed’ structure. By locating the same feature within
the initial and deformed structures the displacement of said
feature can be quantied. To do this, a local sub-volume is
drawn which encloses the feature within the initial structure,
a similar sub-volume is then drawn within the deformed
structure and rastered throughout the volume until the feature
is found.
To nd the feature within the deformed volume, the
brightness distribution functions of the initial and deformed
volumes are compared and their diﬀerence is minimised. The
degree of condence in the location of the feature within the
deformed volume is quantied in the form of a correlation
coeﬃcient (CC), whereby an optimum match in the brightness
distribution functions would result in a CC value of 1. The
various methods of calculating the CC values have been discussed and compared by Tong26 although, condence is
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typically only placed in displacement data which has obtained
CC values above 0.97.28
DVC can be computationally intensive; therefore a subvolume of the full diameter of the sample but half of the
depth into the electrode, 350 mm  350 mm  100 mm, was
removed from the same ROI within each tomogram for analysis.
This halved the computation time (compared with the full
tomographic volume) while maintaining a statistically representative volume that included information from both the
anode/electrolyte interface and anode bulk. To conduct the DVC
computations, rst a regular grid of 3D nodes has to be dened
according to the ‘node spacing’ over each tomogram. A ‘correlation window’ is then centred over each node for the correlation analysis and a ‘search window’ is dened to constrict the
search for the displaced material within a local volume. The
DVC computations within this work were performed with
a node spacing of ve, with search and correlation windows of
een and three, respectively. Previous analysis of these
tomograms found the average Ni, YSZ and pore particle diameters to be 1.1 mm, 2.6 mm and 2.5 mm respectively.30 The DVC
parameters were therefore chosen to suﬃciently reect these
feature sizes.
2.5

Correlation quality

The minimum (CCMin), average (CCAvg) and maximum (CCMax)
correlation values for each of the four DVC computations are
presented in Table 1. The CCAvg value decreases aer each
thermal cycle, possibly due to the increased deformation to
which the cell is subject, however the values remain suﬃciently
high throughout. Although CCAvg provides an indication of the
correlation quality as a bulk, the CCMin and CCMax are also
presented so that the worst and best regions of displacement
correlation can also be inspected. The lowest CC values were
always found at the cell walls, which have previously been reported to deform substantially during thermal cycling,31 making
correlation more challenging. All values away from the cell walls
produced CC values above 0.97 therefore only the cell walls are
omitted from the analysis.
2.6

Data analysis

To visualise the displacement and strain data obtained from the
DVC computations, Avizo Fire soware (Avizo, Thermo Fisher
Scientic, Waltham, Massachusetts, U.S.) was employed to
generate 3D displacement vector elds and strain volume
renderings. Quantications were achieved with use the of

Table 1 Minimum, average and maximum correlation coeﬃcient
values for the four DVC computations conducted on the tomograms
obtained from a solid oxide fuel cell throughout operational thermal
cycling, all presented to 2 d.p.

DVC_03
DVC_10
DVC_20
DVC_30

CCmin

CCavg

CCmax

0.97
0.93
0.97
0.93

1.00
0.99
0.98
0.97

1.00
1.00
0.98
0.97
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ImageJ (ImageJ, National Institute of Health, U.S.A).32 Due to
the periodic nature of the high ramp-rate strain map, the variation in strain is investigated across both the tangential and
normal paths with respect to the strain wave propagation. To
accomplish this, a strain map was extracted from the volume
350 mm in the normal length (x), 40 mm in the tangential length
(y) and 5 mm in thickness (z), see Fig. 1 for a geometric reference.
The strain was then averaged vertically in z to reduce noise. The
result was a single 2D map of strain whereby the strain variation
in x and y could be decoupled and compared; seven line scans
spaced evenly in parallel were collected across the normal and
nine line scans again evenly spaced in parallel were collected
across the wave tangent.

3.
3.1

Results
Thermally induced strain and displacement

Volume renderings and vector elds were employed to visualise the structural alterations that were tracked using DVC.
Four strain and four displacement maps in the x–y view, are
accompanied by two x–z views of the displacement at low and
high ramp-rates in Fig. 2. The only visible reference point
between all data-sets in the x–y orientation was the existence
of a large heterogeneous region, indicated by blue arrows,
where minimal evolution appeared throughout thermal
cycling. Apart from this heterogeneous region, two distinct
features were observed: microscopic clusters and macroscopic
waves. By inspecting the volume perpendicular to the interface, via the x–z views, it is possible to assess the evolution
near the interface and into the anode bulk. It is seen that,
regardless of thermal ramp-rate, the largest evolutions were
consistently seen within the anode functional layer towards
the anode/electrolyte interface, indicated by the yellow arrows
(Fig. 2i and j).
Low ramp-rates were dominated by cluster formations where
material appeared to channel from diﬀerent sources towards
a common destination. The cluster density was seen to decrease
with increasing ramp-rate (Fig. 2a–c) accompanied by the
introduction of a single strain-wave at moderate ramp-rates,
indicated by dashed black arrows (Fig. 2c). At moderate ramp
rates it was also observed that the clusters became signicantly
more sparse and were scattered around large voids, as indicated
by green arrows (Fig. 2g). At the highest thermal ramp-rate
strain-waves completely dominated the structure and minimal
clustering was observed, indicated by dashed red arrows
(Fig. 2d). Unlike the cluster formations which displayed localised microscopic features, the strain waves displayed macroscopic features that spanned the entire length of the sample.
Moreover, hundreds of individual clusters were observed within
the volume during low ramp-rates whereas, only nine distinct
strain waves were observed aer high-rate heating.
It is concluded that evolutions at low and high ramp-rates
are dominated by the formation of microscopic clusters and
macroscopic strain-waves respectively, with the greatest evolution occurring within the anode functional layer regardless of
thermal ramp-rate. The channelling and wave propagation will
now be investigated in closer detail.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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Fig. 2 An overview of the workﬂow for data collection and analysis in the framework of the expected mechanisms of thermally induced
degradation presented as strain and displacement results from the four DVC computations conducted on an interfacial anode/electrolyte
volume from an SOFC: x–y strain maps for (a) 3  C min 1, (b) 10  C min 1, (c) 20  C min 1 and (d) 30  C min 1, x–y displacement maps for (e)
3  C min 1, (f) 10  C min 1, (g) 20  C min 1 and (h) 30  C min 1, and x–z displacement maps for (i) 3  C min 1, and (j) 30  C min 1.

3.2

Low and high ramp-rate evolution

Through inspection of the displacement maps for the low- and
high ramp-rates under high magnication detail of the microscopic and macroscopic mechanisms was revealed. The low
ramp-rate evolution which was dominated by micromechanisms such as channelling and clustering are displayed
in Fig. 3a and, the high ramp-rate evolution which was dominated by the macro-mechanisms such as the compression and
tension strain-waves are displayed in Fig. 3b.
Within Fig. 3, red arrows have been added, on top of the
black arrows which were generated by the DVC computation, to
indicate the net movement of material. The low ramp-rate
clusters were dispersed throughout the volume and were relatively homogenous in size; channels are ca. 1 mm in diameter
and meander to lengths of 5–15 mm with the cluster region
encompassed by a ca. 3 mm diameter (Fig. 3a). Unlike the

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018

clusters which were dispersed and meander in all directions,
the strain-waves presented greater periodicity forming welldened parallel waves throughout the structure. Regions of
minimal displacement occurred within the centre of both the
compression and tension bands. This stationary region was
typically larger within the tensile band, approximately 4–5 mm,
whereas the stationary regions within the compression bands
were typically thinner, approx. 1–3 mm. The waves which connected the two bands are in the region of 5–8 mm in thickness.
Although macroscopic in feature size, the waves were composed
of many small displacements which were similar in magnitude
to the individual displacements that were responsible for the
channel and cluster formations.
It is concluded that the two features observed previously,
microscopic clusters and macroscopic waves, formed and
propagated through distinct mechanisms. The microscopic

Sustainable Energy Fuels, 2018, 2, 2625–2635 | 2629
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Fig. 3 Displacements during high and low ramp-rates: (a) x–y displacements displaying the micro-channelling towards micro-clusters during
low ramp rates (3  C min 1), and (b) x–y displacements displaying tensile and compressive macroscopic strain-waves during high thermal ramprates (30  C min 1).

clusters were formed through the channelling of material from
various locations to a common destination whereas the
macroscopic waves propagated through compression and
tension bands comprised of many small displacements aligned
in the same orientation. These two mechanisms will now be
investigated further in an eﬀort to correlate the two distinct
evolution mechanisms to degradation processes.
3.3

Microscopic cluster formations during low ramp-rates

To better understand the processes responsible for the microchannelling and the subsequent cluster formations, the
cluster density was inspected at a macroscopic scale throughout
the sample. Fig. 4 displays ve x–y vector slices obtained from
the low ramp-rate displacement eld. Using a lower magnication, the macroscopic trends can be observed i.e. higher or
lower densities of clusters. At the high resolution, each cluster
displayed very similar characteristics, as discussed in the
previous section, see Fig. 3 for ner detail. The macroscopic
slices were extracted from the electrolyte through to the anode
bulk in 5 mm increments. For simplicity, only the x and y
components of the individual vectors are considered within
each of the ve slices but a 3D volume where the x, y and z

2630 | Sustainable Energy Fuels, 2018, 2, 2625–2635

components are all considered is presented for consideration in
Fig. 5.
Inspecting the vector slices, it is clear that the cluster density
increases as the raster moves away from the electrolyte into the
anode; there was a substantially higher evolution of material
within the anode than the electrolyte. Unlike the electrolyte
which was purely ceramic, the anode contains nickel metal
which is known to undergo sintering/coarsening processes at
elevated temperatures10 although; the structural changes associated with sintering during thermal cycling are thought to be
subtle.30 To determine whether nickel sintering may be
responsible for the channel and cluster formations, the greyscale values responsible for the displacements were inspected
to decouple the displacements of the constituent materials.
To distinguish which displacements are responsible for which
material, the greyscale values must rst be assigned to each of the
three phases: metal, ceramic and pore. To do this, two subvolumes were extracted from the same ROI to accompany the
ve slices, one from the electrolyte/pore interface and one from
the anode bulk. The former was positioned to ensure that only
ceramic and pore phases were within the sub-volume whereas,
the latter was positioned within the anode where all three phases

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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Fig. 4 Correlating displacement through throughout the cell to the constituent materials: (a) greyscale histograms for the ceramic and pore, and
(b) ceramic, pore and nickel from the electrolyte/pore interface and anode functional layer respectively, (c) displacement vector slice raster from
the electrolyte into the anode, with (d) a geometric reference, and (e) a magniﬁed vector slice.

were present. Greyscale histograms were then calculated for both
sub-volumes and their proles compared (Fig. 4a and b). The top
sub-volume, containing ceramic and pore, produced a prole
with only two shoulders/peaks, as expected due to only two
phases being present. The bottom sub-volume, containing
ceramic, pore and metal, produced a histogram prole with three
distinct shoulders/peaks, two of which overlapped with the peaks
from the top prole. These two peaks were then assumed to cover
greyscale values for pore (dark greys/black) and ceramic (bright
greys/white). The third peak positioned between the pore and
ceramic was assumed to be associated with the nickel metal. The
authors have previously published work using this greyscale
ducial technique to segment and map the electrochemical
reaction sites within SOFC anodes.30,33
Now that the greyscale values could be associated with
particular materials, vector slices were overlaid on top of the raw

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018

greyscale data in order to decouple the displacement of the
constituent materials, as displayed in a highly magnied image
within Fig. 5a. From the overlaid images the displacement was
directly correlated to greyscale values associated with the metal
phase, greyscale values of approx. 100–160 from a 0–255 range
in Fig. 5b. Moreover, the greyscale values associated with the
ceramic were also inspected; negligible overlap was observed
between the displacement vectors and the greyscale values
associated with the ceramic concluding that insignicant
displacement is attributed to the ceramic. Furthermore, the
displacement trajectories were consistently aﬀected by the
border between the greyscale values associated with the metal
and ceramic, suggesting that the ceramic may be responsible
for the channelling mechanism (Fig. 5c).
In conclusion, the correlation of the greyscale values associated with the metal phase with the majority of the
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Fig. 5 Correlating the displacement of Ni through micro-channelling and cluster formations through greyscale segmentation: (a) magniﬁed
vector slice overlaid on top of the raw greyscale slice, with (b) accompanying histogram outlined with greyscale thresholds for the three
materials: pore, Ni and YSZ, and (c) a 3D vector ﬁeld from the anode with calculated vectors in red and annotated arrows in black.

displacements observed during low ramp-rate cycling corroborates that the microscopic channelling and cluster formations
may be due to the mobility of the nickel metal while at elevated
temperatures.
3.4 Macroscopic strain-wave propagation during high ramprates
To gain an understanding of the strain-wave propagation, the
strain magnitude was inspected through both the normal and
tangent of each strain wave, i.e. the normal inspects the variation between each wave and the tangent inspects the variation
within each individual wave. Fig. 6 displays the high ramp-rate
strain eld with the addition of seven line scans across the cell
normal to the strain-wave propagation and nine line scans
across the cell tangential to each of the individual waves. The
tangential line scans were also separated into tension and
compression fronts for analysis.
All seven line scans which were collected normal to the wave
propagation, i.e. comparing each wave in turn, displayed very
similar proles; strain values undulated from peaks of tension
to peaks of compression which decayed in magnitude from one
cell-wall to the other, spanning approximately 350 mm (Fig. 6a).
The tension and compression data are displayed separately in
Tables 2 and 3, respectively. An order of magnitude reduction in
both the tension and compression peaks was observed across
the cell; the tension peaks decayed from 0.283 to 0.053 and
compression peaks decayed from 0.304 to 0.033.

2632 | Sustainable Energy Fuels, 2018, 2, 2625–2635

Within the tables, the minimum, average, maximum, range,
and standard deviation strain values calculated from the
tangent, i.e. across each individual wave, are also presented.
Undulation was observed across the wave tangents but far less
than what was seen along the wave normal. For example, the
tension ranged by a maximum of 0.01 across the tangent
whereas the tension ranged by a maximum of 0.24 across the
normal. Consequently, the undulation across the tangent
resulted in variation from high-compression to lowcompression or high-tension to low-tension, as opposed to
high-compression to high-tension across the normal. Furthermore, no decay prole was observed across the tangent, unlike
the normal which decayed with a very similar prole for both
the compression and tension peaks. This is visualised in Fig. 6c
and e.
From the sixteen line scans taken across the strain waves
which appeared during high thermal ramping, insight has been
gained into the propagation proles responsible for the strain
variation throughout the cell. It is concluded that variations
were observed within each of the strain waves in the form of
minor undulations but the variation between waves was most
considerable and decayed from one cell-wall to the other
eventually reducing by an order of magnitude. However, unlike
the microscopic channelling and cluster formations which are
thought to be attributed to the sintering of the nickel metal, an
extensively investigated mechanism,10 the mechanism responsible for the initiation of these strain waves is more elusive as no
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Fig. 6 Strain-wave propagation in a solid oxide fuel cell exposed to high thermal ramp-rates: (a) tensile and compressive strain decay across the
cell observed from, (b) seven line scans obtained normally to the wave propagation, (c) perturbations across the ﬁve tensile wave fronts taken (d)
tangentially to each wave, (e) perturbations across the four compression wave fronts taken (f) normally to each wave.

Table 2 The maximum, average, minimum, range, and standard deviation of tension strain measurements obtained across the wave normal for
each of the ﬁve wave fronts propagating in an SOFC sample after thermal cycling at high ramp-rates

Location along normal

20 mm

88 mm

167 mm

245 mm

Maximum tension along tangent
Average tension along tangent
Minimum tension along tangent
Tension range along tangent
Standard deviation along tangent

0.283
0.230
0.187
0.096
0.092

0.119
0.083
0.031
0.088
0.055

0.080
0.047
0.017
0.063
0.031

0.066
0.048
0.014
0.052
0.027
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320 mm
0.053
0.026
0.010
0.063
0.027
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Table 3 The minimum, average, maximum, range, and standard
deviation of compression strain measurements obtained across the
wave normal for each of the ﬁve wave fronts propagating in an SOFC
sample after thermal cycling at high ramp-rates
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Location along normal
Minimum compression
along tangent
Average compression
along tangent
Maximum compression
along tangent
Compression range along tangent
Standard deviation along tangent

48 mm

119 mm 201 mm 279 mm

0.121

0.052

0.036

0.017

0.208

0.105

0.068

0.010

0.304

0.154

0.100

0.033

0.183
0.076

0.102
0.044

0.064
0.031

0.050
0.021

greyscale variation could be correlated to the compression–
tension undulations. Nevertheless, non-linear strain distributions have been previously reported by the authors.34,35 Previously, the strain was produced through thermal gradients which
induced the ‘nearest-neighbour’ eﬀect whereby contraction of
the nickel units in a single direction enhanced strain. Unlike
previous experiments, the thermal cycles explored in this work
were conducted in highly isothermal environments; therefore,
thermal gradients are not thought to be responsible for the
strain waves observed here although, as mentioned in the
previous section, a large heterogeneous region was observed
where minimal mobility occurred throughout thermal cycling.
This region of the anode also contained a higher ceramic
content which may have been responsible for exacerbating or
even initiating the strain wave propagation. The presence of
the constraining electrolyte layer is thought to preferentially
distribute strain, inducing gradients analogous to work
discussed by Clague et al.,36 but at a cell-level, as well as
between individual particles. Cell walls were previously
observed to deform during thermal cycling;31 a combination
of the constriction during the wall deformation, the constraining electrolyte layer, and the existence of a large
heterogeneous defect may have caused the rippling of strain
throughout the anode. These mechanisms likely inuence the
probability of degradation and it has been previously reported
that cell delamination31 and loss of reaction sites can be
expected.30

Conclusions
The microstructure evolution within an SOFC has been tracked
and quantied throughout operational thermal cycling using
digital volume correlation techniques for the rst time. The
microstructural data was obtained from an anode/electrolyte
interface using entirely lab-based X-ray CT instruments,
achieving sub-micron resolutions. Each operational cycle was
conducted at an increased thermal ramp-rate to emulate
successively faster start-up times, a known cause of degradation
in planar cells. The pre- and post-cycle structural data was then
compared to track the movements of material within the ROI.
Two distinct features were observed, the formation of clusters
and waves.

2634 | Sustainable Energy Fuels, 2018, 2, 2625–2635

Low ramp-rates were dominated by the formation of microscopic clusters which dispersed throughout the entire volume
showing no unied orientation. The cluster density decreased
considerably on increasing ramp-rate, their decline was
accompanied by the introduction of macroscopic waves. At high
ramp-rates macroscopic waves dominated the cell, propagating
periodically throughout the cell in a well-organised pattern.
Aer high-resolution inspection, the microscopic clusters were
determined to form through the micro-channelling of material
from various locations to a common destination. These channels and clusters were then correlated to the greyscale values
attributed to the Ni metal, which is known to undergo sintering
mechanisms at elevated temperatures. By inspecting the
boundaries between the metal and ceramic greyscale values, it
was seen that the ceramic backbone appears to cause the
channelling of the metal; nickel gains its mobility from the high
temperature and its propensity to minimise its surface/
interfacial energy and was channelled by the ceramic skeleton, likely inhibiting mobility eﬀects. It is also suspected that
the decrease in the cluster density that accompanied the
increased ramp rate was likely due to the reduced time at
temperature i.e. the degree of sintering is a function of the
amount of time at a certain temp, rising to temperature faster
results in less time at elevated temperatures and therefore less
sintering. The high-resolution inspection of the macroscopic
waves found that the propagation occurred through the
formation of tension and compression fronts which decayed in
magnitude across the cell. The waves were composed of many
small displacements all aligned in the same orientation either
pulling towards or away from one another, respectively causing
the compressive and tensile strains. The waves and accompanying decay proles are thought to be triggered by a combination of the cell-wall deformation and the existence of a large
heterogeneous defect.
The two mechanisms observed here: micro-channelling
with cluster formation and strain wave propagation, are also
expected to aﬀect the electrochemical performance as well as
the mechanical properties of the cell. Ni mobility during
channelling and cluster formation can improve percolation;
however, it may also reduce the amount of reaction sites due to
loss of Ni–YSZ contact area triggered by metal sintering and
expansion mismatch. Strain waves may result in cracking and
delamination of the constituent layers, such as the anode from
the electrolyte. Tomography-based analysis which has been
reported prior to this work supports both of these
hypotheses.30,31
Considering the wider application and future of the eld of
SOFC research, 4D techniques will enable microstructural
design and tailored operational proles. For instance, one
microstructural design may electrochemically outperform
another, at the expense of mechanical integrity or long term
durability. If applied correctly, the techniques such as those
that are discussed will enable enhanced cell microstructures to
be fabricated, and improved operational proles to be
employed, ultimately leading to extended cell lifetimes.
This work is the rst report of DVC computations applied to
a solid oxide fuel cell exposed to high temperatures achieving
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sub-micron resolutions using entirely lab-based X-ray CT
instruments. Furthermore, thermally driven degradation is not
limited to electrochemical devices therefore this work will
provide as an example of the advanced characterisation studies
which are now possible using lab-based X-ray CT.
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